
3. Analogy to rate and state model  
(bulk viscoelastic model):

• rate-dependence implemented so far 
a) Steady-state momentum equation: 

 
                                

b) Rheology: 
• viscoelastic Maxwell compressible model:  

 

where         : bulk and shear moduli; 
       : displacement and velocity;    : viscosity; 
     : stress deviator 

• fault = narrow zone, in which the rate and state 
model is mimicked through stress-limiting viscosity:  
 
 
 
where          : symmetric velocity gradient;             
           constant;      : yield stress 

• outside the fault zone               constant        elastic 
• yield stress ~ coefficient of friction: 

c) Discretization: 
• finite elements method implemented in FEniCS Project 

www.fenicsproject.com, (5):                for            , explicit 
time scheme 

• structured tetrahedral mesh (refined in the fault zone)
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5. Conclusions
The model reproduces surface Coulomb friction in continuum bulk simulation 
and allows extension to rate/rate and state model (still work in progress).

6. Outlooks
Next step of our work is to include the state dependence into the code and to 
benchmark it. Our aim is to apply the model for tiger stripes on Enceladus. 
This goal requires change of geometry to a spherical shell, see figure 6.  
An outlook is application of the model to Europa (idenficiation of dominant 
fractures, code adaptation).

Figure 6: Mesh for Enceladus.

Figure 5: Time snapshots of displacement from velocity-weakening run.
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2. Rate and state model (surface friction):
• describing the friction on tectonic faults 
• example of rate and state friction model, see (2): 

                                                                                               
where                                 ;     : scaled slip 
velocity;          : current and reference 
velocities;                : regularizing 
velocity;          : coefficients of friction 
(current and reference one);   : state 
variable;    : characteristic slip length;          
        : constants. 

•two regimes: 
•               velocity-strengthening: stable 
•               velocity-weakening: unstable 

•According to (2), the ice is in velocity-
weakening regime:  
                   .                                       

Figure 1: Figure from (3) shows a generic response 
of rate and state dependent coefficient of friction in  
a velocity step experiment    
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4. Results:
• Two different cases are 

presented on figures 4 and 5: 
1. Coulomb friction

• equivalent to constant 
coefficient of friction 

• Linear growth until yield 
criterion is reached then 
stress remains constant and 
sliding occurs in the fault 
zone.	  

2. Velocity-weakening
• rate-dependent yield stress: 
 
                                                                                  
where           : positive constants;         : slip velocity and reference value of it; 
                     : initial yield stress  

• weakening: for             yield stress drops to  
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1. Constant yield stress
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2. Velocity-weakening yield stress: k1 = 3/2
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2. Velocity-weakening yield stress: k1 = 2
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2. Velocity-weakening yield stress: k1 = 5/2

Figure 4: Time evolution of stress.
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1. Motivation:
• Tiger stripes are water emanating fractures situated around the south pole 

of Enceladus, which probably play important role in tidal deformation and 
thermal evolution of the satellite. Cryovolcanic activity on tidal timescale 
and elevated temperature was observed in the south pole region at the 
location of the tiger stripes. 

• Souček et al. 2016 (1) presented results of three-dimensional spherical 
model with the tiger stripes represented as narrow zones with reduced 
elastic moduli. They showed that tiger stripes affect tidal deformation 
(therefore thermal evolution) of the whole satellite. 

• Our idea is to employ a widely used seismological rate and state friction 
model. However, whereas terrestrial tectonic faults are loaded 
unidirectionally due to mutual movement of the tectonic plates, the tiger 
stripes are subjected to tidal (periodic) loading. Therefore, our first goal is to 
verify that the rate and state model is suitable for faults on icy satellites. 
Laboratory measurements for rate and state friction in ice (2), (3) indicate 
that it might be feasible. 

• If the model is proven to be appropriate, we will incorporate it into three-
dimensional spherical model from (1) to improve the estimate of the effect of 
tiger stripes on deformation of Enceladus.  

• More distant goal might be identification of some significant fractures on 
Europa (some ideas can be found in (5)) and extension of our model on this 
satellite.
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